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Pages 4 and 5 of the above-noted RFP list 24
topics for regulatory compliance programs and
training sessions to be developed or revised.
There are a 3 items noted as “(mostly complete)”,
indicating a written program or partial program
exists for those topics. Does the County currently
have any developed programs/policies written for
the other 21 topics, or is the County asking for
the initial development of each of those topics?

We are looking for both initial documents
and revision of current documents. Topics
with mostly complete does indicate a
program or training has been started. All
other items do not have substantial work
completed.

Tim B. 02-Mar-2021

No

29-Jun-2021

does “Hazardous Material Response” listed on
p.5 refer to HAZWOPER (County Employee
expected to do full containment and cleanup) or
Basic Spill Response (worker does some initial
containment but external contractor would
perform greater response and cleanup)?

Hazardous material response may be full
containment and clean-up or isolation and
a call to a contractor. This response is
based on multiple factors that includes but
is not limited to the quantity of material,
substance, location of material and
possible environmental contamination.

Tim B. 10-Mar-2021

Yes

29-Jun-2021

For the training topics listed on pages 4 and 5,
many of the topics require an awareness level of
training (length of training approx. 1-2 hours).
Topics such as Ferry Operations,
Driving/Equipment Operations, Roadwork/Paving
Operations and Hazardous Material Response
Training require additional training of 8 hours or
more. Is the County looking for awareness level
type training for these topics as well? This would
provide an overview of the topics and regulations
but not any certification that may be needed such
as HAZWOPER Refresher or Asphalt Paver.
For cost estimating purposes, would you like
proposers to use an awareness level of training
for designing each presentation?

Training level requirements will differ for
employees. This may include awareness,
operational, technician and competent or
qualified person level training. Some topics
may require one level of training for all
employees while other topic may require
multiple levels.

Tim B. 18-Mar-2021

No
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